
Whether they are protecting just a few or hundreds 

of properties, administrators can rely on the 

Alarm.com Enterprise Dashboard for real-time 

management of intrusion, energy, door access, and 

video systems across multiple business locations.

Now, it’s even easier to check in on every location in 

one view. Whether you’re in the office or on the go, 

the Alarm.com mobile app lets you take immediate 

action if needed—from anywhere.

One Platform and Dashboard for

Multi-Location 
Management

Every Location in a Single View

 + Organize your locations into a hierarchy of logical groups 

 + Manage user codes/card access and system login permissions across groups 

 + Globally add or revoke user codes/card access and system login permissions

 + Apply group-wide settings and rules to save time and increase consistency

Real-Time Control of Every Location

 + Arm / disarm alarm partitions

 + Lock / unlock doors at set times or in real time 

 + Change thermostat set points remotely or automate based on arming status

 + Reduce energy costs with local lock-out thermostat restrictions



Investigations, Reporting and Awareness

 + Get proactive notifications of abnormal activity

 + Find important events quickly in real time, or through  

scheduled reports

 + Filter activity and access video clips of alarms, invalid door  

access attempts, arming actions, sensor activity and more

 + Review and download recorded video footage from anywhere  

at anytime

 + View up to 12 months of event history, filterable & exportable

 + Schedule group activity summary reports for open/close times, 

temperature history of cooler/server room, door access summary 

and more

Dependable Managed Cloud Service

 + Service platform that supports millions of  

properties worldwide

 + 24/7 hour team that works relentlessly to improve 

software experience, maintain service reliability, 

and ensure always-up-to-date device firmware

 + Automatic over-the-air device firmware 

updates & security patches

 + No local software to manage

 + 24/7 health monitoring and alerts

Best-In-Class Platform Security

 + Protects customer data, devices, and traffic

 + Uses state-of-the-art security and infrastructure 

practices to maximize protection and availability

 + SOC II type 2 certified

 + End-to-end encryption

 + Dual path redundancy

 + Cellular encryption

 + Dual factor authentication

 + New device login alerts
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